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mila; advocate

her style choices go 
hand-in-hand with her 
ever-changing hair 
colour.

detail: prefers to have 
cross body straps on her 
accessories for security

joëlle; designer

“streetwear fashion is 
done right when the look 
appears effortless but 
has obviously been 
thought about.”

detail: wears slippers w/ 
a suit

xena; dancer

expresses her style & 
story through vogue 

dancing.

detail: wears wide 
training pants paired with 

high heels during entire 
duration of dance 

practice 
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family archive

yootha; actress

“fashion is the 
expression of our culture, 

our history.”

detail: wearing older 
sibling’s larger 

hand-me-down t-shirts 
and owning them

speaker at “street dreams - 
how hip hop took over 

fashion”

design development
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“street dreams” - how 
hip hop took over 

fashion; kunsthal - 
rotterdam

design development
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family archive

mitchell; officer

has multiple uniforms 
which are highly 
functional and cater to 
the task at hand.

detail: layered uniform w/ 
countless pockets
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morphed units by do ho suh - museum voorlinden

design development
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macaulay, climber

anything on her body is 
additional weight, so 
when climbing it is vital 
that all clothing be as 
light as possible

detail: climbing gear 
includes carabiner, grigri, 
chalk bag & quickdraws

kp4tnf
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climbing kp4tnf

design development
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silas; model

ignores the notion of 
gender when dressing & 
uses fashion to express 

how he feels that day.

detail: mixes prints

design development
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design development
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............................................future light

 ..........................................flash dry

...........................................polartec jersey

.........................................................tka fleece

.......................................................dryvent

...............................levi’s water<less denim

https://www.thenorthface.com/FUTURELIGHT
https://www.thenorthface.com/about-us/technology-innovation/technology/flashdry.html
https://www.thenorthface.com/shop-by/polartec.html
https://www.thenorthface.com/about-us/technology-innovation/technology/tka.html
https://www.thenorthface.com/about-us/technology-innovation/technology/dryvent.html
https://www.thenorthface.com/about-us/technology-innovation/technology/gore-tex.html
http://store.levi.com/waterless/index.html
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design development
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text
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